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1

Introduction
This manual covers possibilities of work and functions of iTimeTable.
The focus is on data entry, while the calculation of final result is done by iTimeTable itself.

2

Basic modules of iTimeTable
iTimeTable can be divided in the following modules:
·
·
·
·
·

Data entry and editing
Subjects of choice and groups
Timetable calculation
Suplence
Daycare

Program is started by data entry module, then you usually work with groups or calculate timetable. In
both cases,
you can always open data entry module, but you have to take into consideration, that both programs are
open at once. That
can change the script file, so be careful, when program asks you what to do when the file has been
changed.
In that case, two icons are opened in Windows taskbar, which you can use to switch between modules.
Below (Picture 1-1) is the Data entry and edit windows. The green button switches to the next
phase (groups or timetable calculation - depends if the groups have already been calculated).

Picture 1 1
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Below (Picture 1-2) is the module for calculating groups. Pressing the black button (D:\iTT\Scripts
\demo...) opens Data entry module (Picture 1-1)

Picture 1 2
The picture below (Picture 1-3) is the timetable calculation module. The black button opens Data entry
module.

Picture 1 3
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The Suplences module (Picture 1-4). We can also run Data entry module from here (D:\iTT\Scripts...) or
return to the calculation module (>>Timetable).

Picture 1 4
Daycare module is the last (Picture 1-5). We can optimize daycare groups with it.
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Picture 1-5

3

Creating a timetable
This chapter covers the way you work with the iTimeTable and describes every function and possibility of
the program in later sections.
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Picture 2 1

3.1

Installation
Installation of program and later usage does not affect the computer´s environment, so nothing will
"crash". It is installed on a folder and sub-folders, where it was installed. A desktop icon is also created.
It can be dowloaded from the web page algit.eu. Go to the download menu and click on the iTimeTable
DEMO. Choose save (that will save it on your computer). If you decide to buy it, we will send you a link,
where you will receive a full copy of the program. After download, run Setup_IU70_algit_demo.exe,
decide where you will install it (Picture 2-2) and the program will be installed. Installation can also be run
from the internet (not advised), but it can happen that it will not work, because of your sistem´s security
settings.
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Picture 2 2

3.2

Starting

Picture 2-3
Program can be run automatically after installation, if you have kept this setting. It can also be run from
the icon (iTimeTable), which was made by the installation. A third option is the subfolder iTimeTable,
which has a file called iTimeTable.exe, that can also be used to run the program.
When iTimeTable is run for the first time, you have to choose File and Open script from the menu
(picture 2-3). By using it, you have a choice which file to use, for example demo_calculated.txt or
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demo_uncalculated.txt. Or you can create a new file from the File and New script menu. It is advisable
to choose filenames systematically, to help keeping track of them (for example 2009_phase-1.txt).

3.3

Data Entry
Once you have run the program, you will see the start screen (Picture 2-4). Since this is truly an
automated program, all you have to do is insert entry data, that the program will use to make (calculate )
a timetable. You have to be careful when entering data. The more accurate you are the better the results
will be. There are several sections that you must fill (script sections):
-Penalties
-Metas
-Hours
-Days
-Locations
-Teachers
-Classes
-Students
-Courses
-Extras

Picture 2 4
iTimeTable has several tools to speed up data entry. You can import data from different text and
tabelaric files (*.CSV for example). More is written in the Import & Export chapter.
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3.4

Subjects of choice
If your school is offering subjects the students can choose from, the subjects of choice module helps the
school to optimize its abilities to the students´ needs.
In the first phase, the school offers a list of subjects the students can choose from. On the basis of this
list and data from the previous years, the program makes a form, that lists offered subjects to each
student (picture 6-3). The school then gives it to students and/or parents to write their wishes.
When students return the filled documents containing their wishes, you make a script or insert the data
into program. The procedure is described in the Data entry chapter. When this is done, you start the
group calculation (Schedule via groups>> button - Picture 2-4). In this process, the program complies
the offered subjects and wishes of the students, and it can happen, that some of the offered subjects will
not be taught that year (lack of students' interest...). The program will continue calculating until you stop
it with the Fix button (Picture 2-5).

Picture 2 5
The process can be repeated several times, to make up to the students' and teachers' wishes, the
number of hours needed and the demands of the legislation.
After stopping the calculation of groups of subjects of choice, the screen changes a little (Picture 2-6).
The colors of buttons change and new ones appear. You can show different types of display in the HTML
section, the most important being DOC-Students, which prepares a document about student's choices
for students.
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Picture 2 6

3.5

Optimization of groups
After forming groups of subjects of choice and entering needs of individual students, the iTimeTable
program optimizes groups for best possible calculation of timetable. Chose Make schedule via optimize
groups>> button.
A new window appears (Picture 2-7) in which the program will continue calculating, until 4 hours pass
after the last optimization. The optimization can be canceled by pressing the Phase 2/2 button (Picture
2-7) and start calculating the timetable.
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Picture 2 7
A new window appears and the calculation of timetable starts.

3.6

Automatic timetable calculation
You have entered input data, calculated subjects of choice and compliance of groups. Now you have to
make the timetable.
When you are calculating a timetable for the first time, the calculation starts automatically. If you
already have a result from a previous calculation, you start enhancing the timetable further by pressing
the Evolve button (Picture 2-8). The program calculates and optimizes the timetable as long as you wish.
You can also run it on several computers, and they will be "talking" to each other via the internet and
they will be searching for the best solution together. When you are satisfied with the timetable enough,
and you think it meets your demands, you can stop it.
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Picture 2 8

3.7

Manual editing
Manual editing is not advisable, but it is possible. Instead we advise you to edit the settings in such a
way, it will suit your timetable the best.
You have to take into account, that a computer program can see farther than a human can, so it can
create combinations a human would never do.

3.8

Displays and overviews
The fastest access to display is by pressing a button for calculating the timetable (c:\iTimeTable
\Schedule\out\demo.html). They are prepared in HTML form for printing or usage on the web.

3.9

Suplence
Suplence are intended daily and weekly changes, which are caused by unexpected situations, like sick
leaves. There is a Suplence button in the calculations window. By clicking it, we get to the Suplence
editor.
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4

Overall about working with the program

Picture 3-1
In the basic window of the program (Picture 1-1), you can choose the data module by clicking on the
blue row. Another click will close it. The first line is the address line of a table. Left click on the column
name will sort it by that column (changes color, another click will reverse the order), if you click the right
mouse button, a new window will emerge (Picture 3-1).
When data module is open, you can click on the name of a row (hours, days, classes...) and get a row
from the script, which describes the columns. The address line has blue marked names - you can
change those, while the grey ones are provided by the program.
You can change the values in a column by clicking on the field and a cursor will emerge. You delete it
by pressing the Delete or Backspace button on the keyboard. After you have inserted what you wish,
you press Enter and leave the entry field.
In some cases, after making a change in the table, the program does not save that immediately. A Save
button emerges (upper left corner), so you can save it as you wish. If you exit the program before saving,
it will save changes itself. Ctrl+S is another option for saving.
You can cancel any action by pressing U on the keyboard or by the Undo button (Redo for canceling
again).
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Copy Record
Program copies rows in which we have clicked the right mouse button. Usually the program reports an
error immediately (if 2 lines are the same...). In several data fields, the fast copy key is "c" - copy.
New Record
The program inserts one row, on our current position, and begins reporting errors, because the line is
empty by default (so we have to fill it with the data).
Copy more...
Copies more rows at once (all that are selected).

Picture 3-2
If you click "Fill Column" (on the column where you pressed the right mouse button) and add some text
into the edit field, it will be inserted into copied fields.

Make record parent
Changes striked-through original text into a text, similar to be written by human and not calculated by a
program. An example is the divide on girls and boys for PE. In the original text, we have only told the
program, that all should have an equal share of PE, while the program did the details.
Delete Record
Deletes a record in the current row and does not ask for confirmation. There is a quick key on the left
side of the screen (x) - delete.
Delete many...
Deletes all records, which are chosen in the data module. You choose, for example class 8c and use
this function to delete everything at once. It asks for confirmation.
Copy field - Paste field
Those two options offer copying a field in a column or between columns.
List of codes
Shows a list of all possible elements, which can be added in the field.
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Picture 3-3
List of items
Shows how many times an element has already been used.

Picture 3-4
Change in column
Shows a windows,with which you can switch one value with another. The program also reports how
many fields have been changed.
Fill column
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Picture 3-5
""Over" means that we cover the original content. "Follow" means that the string is added at the back of
the existing content in the field, "Leading" means, that a string is added before the existing content in
the column.
Import
Import is described in-depth in chapter 14.2.3.
Export
Export is described in-depth in chapter 14.2.3.
Show references
Shows more data attached into this field.
Show original data
Shows original data, before the program modified it.
Filter
Shows a windows (Picture 3-6). You insert a filter, on the basis of which we want to run search. After
filtering, the column header changes color and below it, a criteria for filtering appears. Right click on it
will remove filtering.
Other options are options "Whole field" and "Literally". "Literally" means that synonyms are not included
in filtering. "Whole field" means, that for example, when filtering "7a", you do not get a result "7a+7b" or
vice versa.

Picture 3-6

The options in lower picture are shown when you want to filter columns, where this is sensible. An option
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"Show only filtered words" appears for easier fixing of niveau classes for example.
Sort A-Z
Sorts column by alphabet. If we want to reverse the order, we click left mouse button on column header
(has a different color).
Advanced sort
After the table has been sorted by one column, you can sort it on the other and third column, by clicking
right mouse button on the other column and selecting the pop up screen (Picture 3-1) and choosing
Advanced sort (Picture 3-4). If we select sort Z-A, the sorting will commence in reverse.

Picture 3 7
HTML
In HTML display, you display what is currently selected (what we currently see).

Stretch
You can change column and row width. You can adjust the width (to see better). You can also use the
double left click on a cell, which expands the column to the maximum text.

Picture 3-8
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5

Entering and changing data
2 columns on the left are quick buttons in almost all data modules.
· x erase
· c copy
· e edit
In the column header, clicking on a button works for all chosen records, while clicking on a row works
only for that row.
In some data modules, you can see an R column at the right end. This is a quick reference button,
which shows all the data in relation with the chosen data.

5.1

Penalties
Calculating criteria affect the optimization results and can be changed. They are set to best fit most of
the users. According to th needs of the user, they can be changed, but you have to exercise caution,
because results can vary. In-depth description is in chapter 12.1. Table has next fields:
Name

Name of criteria – ponder. Does not change.

Range

We add another constraint. For example hours per day: 4-7 hours
active_subject_below and active_subject_above: 18 (how many groups allowed).

Weight

The importance of a criteria. The more important it is, the expense is larger.
Program can reduce errors, but the stronger criteria will have advantage over the
weaker.

Case

Criteria group - for which field they are used.

Picture 4-1
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5.2

Metas
Metas are used for easier work and provide setting several values, which are then used in iTimeTable
with a name.
Name

Name is arbitrary, but the first character must be $
$standard - in data modules, this is used to set standard course time.
If we change it, we can do it in one place.

Value

The content of an additional field consists of data we need in other data
modules.
"1-6/1-5"
an example of hours we use in the Courses module in the
Hours field, where we write $standard instead of 1-6/1-5.
Any syntactically correct string can be defined like that and used as a
variable later in the script.

Picture 4-2
If an additional field is not used in other data types, it is marked orange and is an indicator of
redundancy. Several cases of data in the script (red ones must not be deleted, black ones can be. A
whole row can be deleted or added):
$anytime = "0-6/1-5"
$driver = "1-4/1-5"
$villager = "1-7/1-5"
$local = "2-4/1-5"
$alf
= "0-8/1-5"
$al
= "0-8/1-5"
$niveau = "1-7/1-5"
$anywhere = "1/fiz=bio=tj1=tj2=ma1=ma2=sl1=sl2=zgo=geo=gvz=lvz=pre"
$bre
= "1/fiz=bio=tj1"
$sd
= "1/sd1+sd2"
$th
= "th1+th2"
$gym = "1/tel1=tel2" gym 1 or gym 2
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5.3

Hours
Code

Mark used in other data modules.

Text

Random text, in () is the real time the program uses.

We can add additional hours, if we have a situation that would lead to them, because we would not get a
result otherwise.

Picture 4-3

5.4

Days
An example picture of a data module is in a previous chapter.
Code

Mark used in other data modules.

Weight

Load of a day in the week for classes - in the picture below, Friday is the
least loaded.

Name

Name of a day (Monday, Tuesday...)
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Picture 4-4

5.5

Locations
Code

Mark used in other data modules.

Capacity

Number of students, which can be in a classroom
29 - the maximum number is 29
F200 - maximum number is 200 (suitable for gyms, mess halls...)

Group

Group of classrooms
The program will use classrooms from the same group in calculations. You
insert them in data module Courses, field Locations.

Name

Long name of the classroom.
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Picture 4-5

Picture 4-6

5.6

Teachers
Code

Name used in other data modules.

Idle

Number of idle hours per week and day
We insert a number or an interval of idle hours, a teacher has. If we leave it
blank, it means, that number of idle hours for that teacher is not important.
0-3/2;2-4
– from 0 do 3 idle hours per week/2 idle hours per
day at most, teaches 2-4 hours per day
!0-3/2;!2-4
– from 0 do 3 idle hours per week/2 idle hours per
day at most, teaches 2-4 hours per day, otherwise there is an error.

Location

Teacher´s class
We insert it, if there is a classroom, in which a same teacher is usually or
always present. In the Courses module, we write (t), instead of a name of a
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classroom, if that is the case.
Terminus

Working hours
0-7/1-5
1+7/1+3
6/3
1-2/1-2 1-6/4
Thursday

can be set very flexible :
– from 0. do 7. hour, Monday to Friday
– only 1. in 7. hour on Monday and Wednesday
- 6. hour on Wednesday
- 1. In 2. hour on Monday and Tuesday, 1. until 6. hour on

Available

This field is calculated by the program.
40 (8,8,8,8,8) – Teacher is available 40 hours per week, every day for 8 hours
(numbers in () mean number of available hours per days, from Monday to
Friday.

Name

Surname and name of a teacher

Status

Status can be empty or has a value ns (non-suplent), which means, he can
not be used for suplence.

Working hours

Hours per week

Picture 4-7
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Picture 4-8

Picture 4-9

5.7

Classes
Code

Name used in other data modules.

Code

For easier separation of classes, they can be given different colors - shown on
HTML and displays.
000000
black
0000FF
blue
00FF00
green
FF0000
red
All colors can be combined using RGB color scheme (00 being the least
bright, FF the most, or any in between).

Care factor

The importance of care for that class. Free hours are affected.
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Number of students

Number of students in the class. 60 is maximum.

Location

Parent classroom
We insert it in case, if a class has a parent classroom. We write (c) in the
Courses module.

Terminus

Terminus can be very flexible:
0-7/1-5
– from 0. to 7. hour, Monday to Friday
1-7/1-4 1-5/5
– from 1. to 7. hour, from Monday to Thursday,and from1.to 5.
hour on Friday

Mandatory presence

1-4/1-5
- Class must have courses every day 1-4 hour, otherwise it is
assumed the class is waiting.
!1-4/1-5
- Class must have courses every day from 1-4 hour, otherwise
the timetable is not calculated.
!1-4/1-5 5/1-5 - Class must have courses every day from 1-4 hour, otherwise
the timetable is not calculated., 5th hour can wait, if there is no alternative
(waiting for transport...).

Start time

Start time and length of classes.
Inserted, if we have PM and AM classes.
Example 1:
1-2(4-7)/ 1-3 6-7(4-6)/ 4-5
classes should:
- from Monday to Wednesday (1-3) start 1. or 2. hour (1-2) and should last at
least 4 and at most 7 hours (4-7)
- Thursday and Friday (4-5) start 6. and 7. hour (6-7) and should last at least
4 and 6 hours at most (4-6)
Example 2:
0/(0-2) 1/(3-5)
classes should:
- 0-2 times a week (0-2) start 0. hour (0)
- 3-5 times a week (3-5) start 1. hour (1)
The difference between 1 and 2 is, that 1-3 without () means days from
Monday to Wednesday, (0-2) with () means number of days..

In schools with overcrowding problems, the field Start time is important, for more efficient use of classes
over longer periods of time. We set starting time 0-5 times on 6. hour for a few classes. The program will
try to set all classes in the morning, if that is not possible, it will try to minimize starting them at later
hours. It is forced to do so by the ponder hours_per_schedule, which can be changed.
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Picture 4-10

5.8

Students
Names, surnames and classes must be entered separately for each student, another option is import
from *.txt file. More about import and export is covered in a seperate chapter. Entry can be done in a
script file, but it is advisable, that you do it in the program, because it is being checked constantly by
the program. Entry or repairs can be done by cicking on the field.
You have to enter every student and set them the following data in appropriate columns:
Name

Name and surname of a student.

Class

Class, a student is in.

L-Type course

L-niveau subject. If school is offering niveau subjects, then each student must
have one niveau group from offered subjects.

Number of hours

Number of hours, chosen by the students.

Primary choice *

Subjects, a student wants by priority - in the course of hours (primary choice).

Secondary choice *

Subjects, a student chose for reserve - by priority (secondary choice).

Type P subjects

Courses, whose initial must be entered (F- football, I - individual help etc.). You
can choose the initial. All classes could be Type P subjects.

Compulsory
attendance

Student can have different attendance (voluntary/compulsory) for each class.
Locals or those who use transport can be one such case. A local can come
anytime, while those utilizing public transport can not.
1-4/1-5
- a student must have classes each day from 1-4 hour,
otherwise it is assumed, he is waiting.
!1-4/1-5
- a student must have classes each day from 1-4 hour,
otherwise the timetable will not be calculated.
!1-4/1-5 5/1-5 - a student must have classes each day from 1-4 hour,
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otherwise the timetable will not be calculated, a student can wait for 5th hour,
if there is no alternative (waiting for transport...).
Sex

Male or female.

Fixed course

Subjects of choice, students are moved into this group, after the program had
optimized the groups, and calculated the best possible result.

Fixed course

Groups, which form supergroups.

Inconsistency

Program writes errors in this column, which are made, when a human has
manualy edited timetable.

Working hours

How many hours a student has per week (written by the program).

*If a student has chosen 2 hours and and there are 2 subjects with one hour on the first place, we should
write both into Primary choice, if a student has chosen one, which has 2 hours, we should write only
that one into column, others should go into Secondary choice (3 subjects at most).
Example (Picture 4-1), when students are sorted by class (rose color column). In column of primary
choice, student has..., because he has 3 hours of subjects of choice, second student only has...,
because he only has 2 hours of subjects of choice.

Picture 4 12

Picture 4-13
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5.9

Courses
Courses can be loaded from templates and fixed, if it does not suit you.
Hours

Number of course hours.

Code

Mark used in other data modules.

Type

Types of subjects. I - Subjects of choice, L - niveau levels, S - standard (known
teachers, locations, students), X - we do not know students.

Class

Which locations and classes are used. It is not compulsory. Subject can be
held without a location or a class (gatherings, seminars...).

Teacher

Teacher, teaching that subject.

Location

Which locations and classes are used. It is not compulsory. Subject can be
held without a location or a class (gatherings, seminars...).

Terminus

When subject takes place.

Schedule

Used by the program.

Weight

Advisable value is between 1-5 and comprises the expense of a subject. If the
value is 0, errors for that subject will be ignored.

Group size

Size of group for that subject.

Students

Used by the program.

Name

Subject name. The color turns to orange, if 2 subjects have the same name.

Picture 4 14

In-depth description of Courses is in chapter 12.2.
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Picture 4-15

5.10 Extras
Command

Command, which is implemented.

Parameter

Parameters for the command.

Picture 4-16

After adding new rows into data module Extras (right mouse button and new record) a window emerges
with a list of orders we can use.
In-depth description of Extras is in chapter 12.3.
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6

Working with groups
So called groups are formed in several stages. In the first stage, we make sure, that students are
satisfied with chosen subjects. Average range of a chosen subject will be as high as possible, and we
want to make sure there are no unsatisfied students, who will not get their desired subjects, because
their schoolmates have chosen otherwise. That is the first optimization (Picture 5-1).

Picture 5 1
Another optimization by iTimeTable is maximal compatibility between groups. In this phase, the results
from the first stage are used, the only difference being, that groups are formed in such a way, that they
are compatible to the maximum.
Third optimization looks for groups, that form whole classes and inserts them into timetable as such.
Such creation of "supergroups", as we could say, is automatical (it can be canceled by order
CoursesPerHour 0 in the Extras module).
We can observe iTimeTable, as it is making its work, as shown on Picure 5-1.

6.1

Forming groups of subjects of choice

6.1.1

Making an offer
In menu of iTT, choose iuPonudba.exe and you get a new window, where we can create a supply for
students and teachers.
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Picture 6-1
In menu File -->Open, we can open already created offer or we can create a new one.
· In field Last supply we enter the name of the file, if we already have one, otherwise we leave it empty.
· In the field Last schedule, we enter the name of the last valid schedule. If we have none, leave it
empty.
· In the field Save new supply as, we enter the name of file we want the data to be inserted in.

Picture 6-2

Should we have last year's offer, the majority of data will be already inserted and only minor corrections
are needed.If we don't have it, we will have to make the whole entry

·
Picture 6-3
File has 2 data modules - sections. Frist (Supply) is used to write-in subjects of choice, offered to
students, the second (students) students are listed, along with already used subjects of choice. Column
marks mean:
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· Supply
o Code
Code of subject
o Type
i – subject of choice, P - named
o Year
which year
o Range
number of students in a group
o Hours
hours per week
o Teacher
who is teaching
o Subject
full name of a subject
· Student
o Name
Student
o Class
Which class will he go to next year
o Visiting
Which class he is currently in
o Date of birth
leave it blank
o Subjects he already had

Once data is entered, we can make a document for the students. We have to choose Supply in the File
menu.

Picture 6-3
Choose a file with entered offers.
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Picture 6-4
Enter data, which will be printed on all documents.

Picture 6 5

Field description (Picture 6 5):
· Date:
date of document
· Document number:
number of a document
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· School year:
· Invitation date:

school year, for which we are making an offer
when parents can meet with teachers to discuss the subjects of choice

Choose which classes or students will you make the documents for.

Picture 6-6
Choose a pre-made document, which consists of accompanying test.
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Picture 6-7
A display file will open in default browser.

6.1.2

Forming groups
When students return the fulfilled offer, we enter their wishes into program.
In data field Students, we insert subjects, a student wishes to have, into Primary-i course. Their number
per week must be the same as the number of hours in the Working hours column. Secondary i-course
contains secondary choices by students. = is inserted between every subject. Priority between
secondary subjects is set in the Calculating criteria section - criteria subject_2nd, where we enter 3
values, onefor each
replacement subject. They will be used to make sure, that replacement subjects will be as close to the
student˙s wishes as possible.
If replacement subjects are equal, we write 3 same values (usually 3,3,3). It is not necessary, that each
student gets 3 replacement subjects,
he can have just one or none, but 3 is the maximum. > sign is not needed to enter, because it is
generated by the program.
iTimeTable chooses subjects of choice, according to the input data. Optimization screen can be divided
into upper, middle and lower compartment.

6.1.2.1

Upper part
Upper part is intended for controlling the program, and has 4 sections, separated by a line. Upper two
sections are different, depending on the status of the program (running/stopped - Picture 1-2 and Picture
5-1).
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First section
First section shows which section is being optimized. Clicking on the black field (INPUT FILE: C:
\iTTScripts\demo.txt) takes you to the data entry module. 2 programs are running, so you have to be
careful, when changing the basic program. If you change anything, a window emerges (Picture 6-9), and
you will have to reload the script.

Picture 6 9
When optimization is not running, there is an additional row, containing HTML:
DOC - Students

Displays notice to students about given subjects of choice.

DOC - Teachers

Displays all subjects of choice for teachers.

TABLE - Students

Display subjects of choice by students (S4X).

TABLE - Groups

Displays subjects of choice by teachers (S4Y).

Student document
When a window appears, we must enter required data. After clicking OK button, a standard window for
choosing a file will pop-up. Choose what you want (template_students_algit_demo.html). Each student
gets a form (Picture 6-11), file is stored in C:\iTT\Groups\out.

Teacher document
HTML document appears in web browser. You can print it. It is stored in C:\iTT\Groups\out

Second section
Has 2 buttons while the groups are being calculated.
Fix

Green button - stops calculation.

Unfix choices

Red button. Starts calculation from scratch. This window appears, to prevent
possible wrong decision.
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Picture 6 10

4 buttons emerge, if we have pressed the Fix Button :
Fix

Gray button. It is fixed and does not do anything.

Unfix choices

Red button. Starts calculation from scratch. This window appears, to prevent
possible wrong decision.

Optimize more

Gray button. Continues optimization, from where we left it.

Make schedule via
optimize groups >>

Green button. Jumps to second phase (Optimization of groups - Picture 2-7).

Reload

Rose button. Is shown only, if we have changed the script file with another
program (textpad...).

Third section
Third section shows ponder values, which affect groups of subjects of choice. How ponder values are
changed, is covered in Data entry chapter.

Fourth section
Gives information about the optimization´s status.
MARGIN Current = 65

Current expense is 65.

MARGIN Best = 56

The lesser, the better.

Results are shown in the last line of fourth section above the Groups button, where the information are
(value for each field is in a different color):
1. Choice

Primary choices given

2. Choice

Secondary choices given

Forced

Unwanted hours given

Missing

Missing subjects of choice

Above
maximum

More subjects of choice than needed

2 hours:.... An information line, showing how many students have 2 and how many have 3 subjects of
choice
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6.1.2.2

Middle part
Middle part is used to monitor groups formed on the basis of subjects of choice and type P subjects.
Click Groups: button to enter it.

Picture 6 11
The Group button´s line consists of the following data (Picture 6 13):
Groups : 18/18

First number 18/ - number of groups with best results
Second number /18 - number of allowed groups of subjects of choice
(set by the user)

Active groups 20 20

All groups of subjects of choice, including those divided because of a
bigger number of students than 20 (with subjects requiring that Picture 6-13)

Column marks

1. 2. and All

Table contains all subjects of choice, different subjects are separated by a horizontal line. The same
subject appears as many times as needed for groups to form on the basis of student´s wishes. Table
has more columns (Picture 6-13), the table below contains description for the first row.
i ANI

Type and code of a subject of choice. If it is colored turquoise, this group
has not been qualified.

Aragon Tabia (ara)

Teacher´s code

Students
13-1

13 students were given ANI subject and formed 1. group

0

0 students in a group - because it was not selected
13 students in second row were given ANI subject
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1-28/5

Group can have 1-28 students, and if there are more groups, they can be
distinguished by a maximum of 5 students.

14

14 students have chosen this subject as a primary choice

21

21 students have chosen this subject as the secondary choice

35

Number of students interested for this subject

100

Seen very rarely (not seen on Picture 6-8). It shows EXPENSE by having the
wrong group size.

If we require more data about a subject of choice, we click on it (if it is underlined). Example below has
24-1, which means, that 24 students are required for a subject to be held (set by the Ministry of
education), and 2 physically separated groups containing 14 students, because the maximum number of
students in one group is 20. In some cases, you require smaller groups than set by the Ministry of
education. It would be seen as 28-2 and one subject of choice would have 2 groups.

The list contains individual subjects (P-type), which are used by students outside the main class
(individual help, football courses...) Columns describe:
Subject

pMAT.M61 - niveau, football courses..

Name, surname, code of a teacher

Aragaon Tabia (ara)

Students

6.1.2.3

Number of students

15

Group size

1-28/10

Number of students

15

Lower part
Lower part is used to monitor the program, when it is givivng subjects of choice to the students. One
strike-through means, that a subject was removed by the program, double strike-through means a user
did that, by setting group size to 0. Table has 5 parts:
Student

Black color - first choice, orange color - not the first choice

Primary i-course

All subjects of choice. If a subject has a +, it means, we have wanted,
that a student gets it, if there is a #, the program gave it to him.

Secondary i-course

Additional subjects of choice (+ and #).

Dodeljeni izbirni predmeti

Subjects of choice, given to the student. They are marked in the previous
columns.

Število ur

Number of hours of subjects of choice per week.

Expense

How much expense a student brought, because th timetable is not
according to his wishes.
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Picture 6 15

6.1.3

Izdelava obvestila o izbranih predmetih
Ko učenci vrnejo izpolnjeni dokument (Slika 6 8), naredimo skript ali vnesemo v iUrnik dobljene
podatke, to je izbirne predmete. Postopek vnosa izbirnih predmetov je opisan v delu vnosa podatkov,
postopek optimizacije skupin pa v delu avtomatska izdelava skupin. Ko je to narejeno, zaženemo
izračun skupin.
Primer obvestila o dejanski – končni, razvrstitvi, ki jo je program izračunal in izpisal je spodaj (Slika
6 16). Na obrazcu so lahko zraven tudi obvestila o dodelitvi nivojev pri diferenciaciji, če jo imamo.

NIČ SLIKE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

6.2

Automatic optimization of all groups
Optimization of groups contains more information, divided into sections, separated by a horizontal line,
and a few buttons, which react by pressing the gray button (Picture 2-7).
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First section
<<Back

Takes you back to formation of students and all other groups (Picture
7 1)

PHASE 2/2 timetable
3:59:24 >>

There is a green button in the upper right corner, pressing it will take you
to the next phase of calculation. The time next to it, is an estimated
time, until this phase will be fully completed

Current

Result of current evolutionary branch

The best so far

The best result until now

Improved

Last improvement of the result

Time elapsed

Time elapsed after the program started calculating

Result line

Best results of individual evolutionary branches

Picture 7 1
Second section
SCRIPT FILE

Shows script

OUTPUT

Shows result
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Third section
Each class has a definition, how many subjects of choice they have, and how it is optimized.
Fourth section
Divided into several sections, at least in three. Left contains virtual hours, in which groups are formed (
green), composed of students from blue classes. More groups in one row, the better (because more
groups can have parallel courses.
Fifth section
Used by Algit.
Sixth section
Membership of students in groups (Picture 2-7). Left column is the group column. Next are classes
(each in own row), after that the number of students from this group in this class and the total amount of
students in the class. There is also a picture of membership in a group at the end.
Seventh section
Intersections of all pairs of groups, which disable simultaneous courses of both groups. One or more
students is the reason sometimes. A teacher can also be the reason for it (marked black). On the right
side of the { is the number of students in the intersection.

Picture 7 2

Eight section
Contains empty intersections, which means the groups can have courses at the same time.

7

Automatic calculation
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7.1

Calculation window overview
Window has 2 states:
· sleep
· calculating
In both cases, we can divide the window in 6 sections, separated by horizontal lines.

7.1.1

Script and button informtion
First section (Picture 8-1) contains following information:
SCRIPT

C:\iUrnik\Scripts\demo.txt – Location of the currently active script, being used for
calculation. Another window opens by pressing the black script button.

SCHEDULE c:\iUrnik\Schedule\out\demo.html – LOcation ofvthe current results. By pressing it, we
open an editor, which is used to make displays.

7.1.2

Calculation status
Second section (Picture 8 1) contains the following information:
EXPENSE current

Current expense, marked with blue, dark blue shows how much is it
needed to calculate current branch.

The best so far

The lower, the better.

Time elapsed

Time that elapsed after we have got into this window. Stop-time is also
included.

Improved

When was the timetable last improved

QL

704 (Picture 8 1) means 704 improvements of timetable

SPS

Schedules Per Seconds

Evolvong or Stopped

Program status

Stop or Evolve!

Button for start/stop

Write schedule

Creates all displays for current status, not stopping the program

From scratch

If we want to start from scratch

Undo 5

Cancel manual editing, 5 means we have made 5 manual corrections.
The button only appears after manual editing.
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Picture 8 1

7.1.3

Ponder values
Lower section is showing ponder values (Picture 8-3). The value should be as low as possible. Criteria
with arrows up and down can have the value changed. If it was changed, it will show itself on the right
side of the arrows, marked brightly.

7.1.4

Information line
Show warnings (or hide)

Shows or hides warnings

Suplence

Makes suplence

Enable help Boxes

Enables helpboxes, which show, when we are on a field with the mouse
cursor

Help boxes in English or
Slovene

Choose language of helpboxes

Picture 8 2

7.1.5

Lower section
First line contains buttons, which are used to show timetable with different criteria (Picture 8-3):
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Classes

Sorted by classes

Classes Expense

Sorted by expense of teachers. The worse calculated class is at the
beginning

Teachers ABC

Sorted by alphabetical order of teachers

Teachers Expense

Sorted by expense of teachers

Teachers idle

Sorted by idle hours of teachers

Locations

Locations timetable sorted by alphabet

School

Timetable by attendance of teachers and students

Graph

Graph for monitoring calculations

Second row consists of information about the hours (when the program is stopped), third (second)
contains buttons for controlling display and freezing the timetable (Picture 8-3).

Picture 8 3
Buttons in second (third) row:

7.1.6

Show all schedules

Shows every detail

Hide all schedules

Shows only rows of data, and not everything

Freeze all schedules

Freezes everything, so the program can not change anything

Unfreeze all schedules

Unfreezes everything

Unfreeze all locations

Unfreezes all locations

Results - timetable
Lower section of the window - 6 section, shows current results of the timetable, depending on criteria.
When looking teachers or classes, we can freeze just only one. If a class is frozen, we can unfreeze its
location (Picture 8-3), lower right corner.
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7.1.7

Additional section

Picture 8 4
In case a script has been changed in any way (text editor, copying...), another section appears between
the first and the second section. Script file has been changed is written on it. Reload button is next to
it, and it is used to reload the file.

7.2

Timetable calculation
iTimeTable is a program, which calculates an optimal timetable independently, without human
assistance. User runs the program, monitors the process, if he wants and waits for result, if it exists. If a
solution does not exist, it is needed to change input parameters and run calculations again. This
prevents situations, where a timetable would be 95% complete, but a human user would have to search
for the remaining 5.

7.2.1

Repairing errors
Timetable is probably inconsistent at the start of calculations, which means it has flaws that prevent its
implementation, or it has flaws which are not allowed (errors made by the human operator).
Inconsistencies :
· class or a student have several subjects at the same hour - marked
· A teacher has several subjects at the same hour - marked
· Same class has several separated subjects at the same time - marked
· Two units of subjects have a timeline too short - marked
· Inadequate teaching time compared to time constraints (happens with manual editing) - marked
·
Unallowed errors :
· Two hours of the same subject twice per day - marked
· A subject is not set on the first or last hour, as we have specified in Courses - Terminus (marks: L last hour, F - first hour, LF - last or first hour) – marked
Warning: When a subject is fixed on a hour, it is marked, and is not a mistake – marked.

7.2.2

Result optimization
When the program removes inconsistencies or unallowed errors, optimization begins on the basis of our
demands from Penalties. First, it starts removing ponders with high values.
Program connects to other computers, that are calculating the same timetable via the internet, and
shares their results.
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Optimization can be stopped by pressing the Stop button, and continued by pressing Evolve! button.

7.2.3

Calculation monitoring
Hotkeys :
F

Focus picture

S

Stop calculating

G

Go – resumes calculating

U

Undo manual changes

When starting calculations, you are shown a window, where you can watch it live. It might seem
complicated, but once you get used to it, you will know quality of the result from colors. It is very bad at
the start, because inconsistencies and unallowed errors occur (Picture 2-8). Upper left corner contain
Expense meter (the less, the better). In the result section, you can see inconsistencies for every class.
After a while, the result is getting better and better, but wait at least one hour after last improvement
before exiting. You must also take into account, that better results might come via the internet.

Picture 8 5
Program is using evolutionary algorithm, so the result will be better and better, depending on the time
and number of computers used. It can always be evolved from the last best result.

8

Manual editing
Manual editing is not advisable, but it is possible. Instead we advise you to edit the settings in such a
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way, it will suit your timetable the best.
We have to take into account, that a computer program can see farther than a human can, so it can
create combinations a human would never do.
Editing is only possible, when calculation has been stopped.
Those changes are possible:
· terminus can be changed (we can select those that were allowed fort that hour)
· locations for hours can be changed (we can select those that were allowed fort that hour)
· two hours can be turned A to B
· two hours can be swapped
· one hour can be added to the other (they are parallel)
Program tracks the changes we make, so we can undo them if we wish. Possible mistakes or mistakes
caused by manual editing are shown, but are admissible. It also lets us move frozen hours, which a
program would never do. Selectively, we can freeze classes and teachers, so they become immovable
for the program, but we can still manualy edit them.
Expansion of terminus and allowed locations can be entered into data modules, compliance of those
changes in the timetable can be confirmed by pressing Reload button (Picture I5), which emerges,
when we are changing settings in data modules. This change can cause different possibilities of
combinations.

9

Displays
The fastest way for display is through the button in the window for timetable calculations
(TIMETABLE: c:\iTT\Schedule\out\demo.html ). Displays are prepared in HTML form for printing and
usage on web sites. We can display:
· groups
· weekly timetable for teachers (individual or total)
· weekly timetable for classes (individual or total)
· weekly timetable for locations (individual or total)
· weekly timetable for students (individual)
· weekly timetable
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Picture 10 1
When choosing a display, a window emerges (Picture 10-2), where parameters are set:
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Picture 10 2
Font size defines the size of words. Classes, teachers and locations offer a choice to choose only the
ones that we wish.
An example of A3 sized timetable (Picture 10-3), colored on some subjects and classes, like it is written
in data modules, which offer color setup (user´s choice).

Picture 10 3
Display files, which are most suitable for the internet, are found in the folder C:\iTT\Schedule\out
\iHTMLnet. Menu folder is _your_file_name_net1.html, other files are actual timetables for classes,
teachers and students.
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10

Suplence
Calculations window contains Suplence buttons, by using it, we come to a new window, where we can
edit suplences. It is intended for faster finding of suplent teachers.
Setting the program to find an optimal solution can be done by settings in Penalties module (chapter
12.1, c compartment).

Picture 11 1
Suplence screen (Picture 11-1) can be divided in 6 sections:
First section
<<Schedule

Returns to timetable calculation

SCRIPT:

Starts the data entry module

Second section
Error: 31960

Size of error caused by suplence

Report

Report for suplence for a selected period of time. Shows an additional
window, where we choose it (Picture 11-2)

Save

Save current suplence. Opens a window, where we enter date, which we are
saving for. The program controls date consistency (if that day is really
Tuesday, for example).

Open

Open a file for any day. Used to repair, if there were any changes.

demo_calculated.....

Shows display for suplence (Picture 11-3)

Disable help

Displays help on fields. Field can be switched by clicking the menu Enable
help
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Help in English

Starts help in English

Picture 11 2 - choice of date for display

SUPLENCE: Tuesday, B25-11-2008
Hou
r
Subject

Class

Away

Classroom

Suplent

0

ni3-1

9a 9b

Conlin Jimmy

4

Archer Kate [suplent]

1

eng

2b

Mothma Mon

2b

Orel Lothar [gets job]

2

eng

2b

Katarn Kyle

2b

[suplent]

3

mat

2b

Desann Jed

2b

[suplent]

4

spo

2b

Herder Bantha 2b

4

tja.t93 tja.
t92 tja.
t91
9a 9b

5

ni2-1

8a 8b 9a
9b

Note

Sign

[suplent]

King Li

zgo tja1
tja2

[takes over]

Black Smithy

1

[suplent]

Picture 11 3
Third section
Shows mistakes caused by ponders.
Fourth section
A B

Timetable, we are making suplence for – A or B – chosen is marked

Days

Days from Monday to Friday, Tuesday (2)

Improve 15

Run optimization for 15 seconds

Improve 30

30 seconds optimization

Improve 60

60 seconds optimization

Fix

Fix chosen teachers for suplence. Teacher codes and hours suplenced are
marked turquoise.
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Fifth section
Fix chosen teachers for suplence. If you click Classes button, they will be hidden, button Teachers will
show onla teachers, or just those that are in the suplence.
Classes have two parts: left are class codes, right are hours, when those classes have courses. If one of
the classes is not present, we just click it, and all hours will be marked red. We can also click on the
hour, it will be present and will be marked black.
Teachers have several columns, that is sign, teacher, reason of absence, teaching hours and history of
suplence. If we click on the sign, it changes. Minus means, that the program will not suggest the
teacher for suplence. By clicking on the teacher, we mark, that he is absent for all hours, if we wish, we
click just the hours of his absence. Teacher with a status in the data field is set not to be suplent (ns non suplent).
Colors of teachers and hour columns :
black
can be suplent and has classes that day
blue
does not have classes that day
turquoise
suplent
red
not present
Sixth section
This section shows teachers, intended for suplence. Program is suggesting them by criteria. We can
change the teacher if needed. When we click the teacher´s code, we fix him, when we click his name or
surname, a pop-up window appears (Picture 11-5) with every possible teacher for suplence. 3 additional
fields exist for teachers, which a user can use as he pleases. They are in the [] brackets. They can be
used for suplence control - if a teacher came for suplence. Those fields are also contained in report and
CSV file.
Below (Picture 11 4) a "help cloud" can be seen for all types of suplence.
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Picture 11 4
Below is an example of teacher, suggested by the program, and different possibilities, which can be
chosen by the user. It also contains data, when a teacher had the last hour, and when he will have the
next one (+4,+3,-2). "Cloud" contains help for the meaning of colors, the teachers have.
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Picture 11 5
A display emerges next to the teacher:
replaces

Replaces absent teacher

takes over

Takes over a group, if, for example, two teach two heterogene groups, then
one takes over both groups

employs

Teacher is already teaching, and is giving lectures to another group or class

Every type of suplence has its column in the report, so the user has more options.

Display from 01-11-2008 to 30-11-2008 (monthly)

BU BO SE SP DO ND PO PP [replaces]

[takes
over]

[employ [x1 [x2 [x3
s]
]
]
]

Aragon Tabia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Arnd Anne

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

Bentuzal Melanie 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0
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Bernard Johnny

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Blewer James

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

Caliat Frank

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Caprioli Helen

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

0

Carter Melissa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Clarence Kathie

0

2

2

0

0

5

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

Corden Matt

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ferrera Mia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

Gauthier Rachel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

Harvey Luisa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Hattesen Melanie 0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

Holden Rommel

0

0

3

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hung Pauline

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Kommpa Luke

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Kutcher Keith

0

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Lebron John

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Lionel Messi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

Mandos Venessa 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mathesius Valter 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

McClaren David

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

McGonigal
Dianna

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moeller Teresa

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mver Anabel

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

Navarro Sofia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Perez Lizza

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

Ross Natalie

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

Roxo Lisa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

[takes
over]

[employ [x1 [x2 [x3
s]
]
]
]

BU BO SE SP DO ND PO PP [replaces]
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Singh Debiela

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sioche Hollyana

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

Strand Sharon

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

Surtess Rohan

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

Tobar James

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Turner Ahey

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Veilleux Rebecca 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Picture 11 6 - Suplence report
Same data is stored in CSV file in folder C:\iTimeTable\Schedule\out\suplence, which allows you to
import into spreadsheets (Excel...), where you can manualy calculate or compare them.

11

Data forms (in-depth overview)
In-depth overview for advanced users.

11.1 Penalties
Calculating criteria are used to guide the program to make the timetable according to our wishes. This
means, it will follow priorities as demanded.
Criteria for calculations are divided into 3 groups:
a) Criteria for automatic formation of groups of subjects of choice
b) Criteria for automatic calculation of timetable
c) Criteria for automatic suplence formation
a) Criteria for automatic formation of groups of subjects of choice
- group_bellow_minimum
group is smaller than specified in Courses - Group size
- group_above_maximum
group is bigger than specified in Courses - Group size
- subject_2nd
student is given a replacement subject of choice from Students - Secondary i-courses
- subject_forced
student is given a subject, he did not want
- subject_missing
student is given less subjects of choice than he wanted. Specified in Students - Number of hours
- active_groups
number of groups (program will try to lower their number)
- active_subjects_bellow(n)
less groups than allowed
n = official number of allowed students = ciel (number of students /23) +2* number of classes
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A group can have up to 28 students, lower limit is not set. Sport, computing, labs, and workshops
can have additional groups created, so a number of students can be lower or equal to 20. Those groups
also fill the quota of allowed groups.

- active_subjects_above( n)
more groups than allowed
n = official number of allowed students = ciel (number of students /23) +2* number of classes
A group can have up to 28 students, lower limit is not set. Sport, computing, labs, and workshops
can have additional groups created, so a number of students can be lower or equal to 20. Those groups
also fill the quota of allowed groups.

b) Criteria for automatic calculation of timetable

- idle_student
The lower amount of idle hours per students, the better, considering care factor of a class, a
student belongs to, and is set in Classes - Care factor
Expense = ∑ (number of all idle hours of an individual student/week*care factor)* weigh
- idle_hour_per_student
The lower amount of idle hours per individual student, the better.
Expense = ∑ ((idle hours of an individual student/week)2* care factor)* weigh
- idle_hour_position
idle hours in later hours of a school day
- hours_per_day(from-to)
The lower amount of days with unoptimal number of hours per class, the better
Expense = ∑ (more or less hours per class/day)* weigh
- hours_per_student_per_day(od-do)
The lower amount of days with unoptimal number of hours per student, the better
Expense = ∑ (more or less hours per class/day)* weigh
- schedule_asymmetry
If a weigh is in criteria Calculating criteria - schedule_asymmetry > 0, then the program will change
all hours into A and B timetable.
If a script contains 2 hours of a subject, then the program will understand it as 2/a+2/b and those 2
hours in a and b timetable will not necessarily be in the A and B timetable at
the same time. A and B
timetables will be asymmetric for all hours.
If we wish that A and B timetables are symmetric, then we regulate it with the asymmetry weigh.
- subject_order_per_day
Courses with a higher weight are set in Courses - Weight to be earlier in the day, those with a
lower weight are set to be after.
Expense = ∑ (weight*number of hour*number of present classes)* weigh
- subject_order_per_week
weight of the day per class is set with Days - Weight
Expense = ∑ (deviation from required level by percent for class/day)* weigh
- subject_distribution_per_week
course hours of subject equally distributed on every day
- hours_per_schedule
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Course program of the entire school should be done with the least amount of hours
Expense = ∑ (number of hours, covered by classes per day)2 * weigh
- hours_per_class
Course program of class should be done with the least amount of hours
Expense = ∑ (last hour for class/day)2 * weigh
- idle_hour_per_teacher
Teacher should have as many idle hours as requested in the Teachers - Idle hours
Expense = ∑ (more or less idle hours of a teacher/week)2 * weigh
- teacher_day_load
Teacher should have as balanced daily timetable as possible
Expense = ∑ (deviation of average course hours per teacher/day)2 * weigh
- locations_matching_priority
Course hour should take place in a location with a high priority for a subject set in Courses location (example: 1/location1=location>location3; 1/ means we need one of the locations, location 1
and 2 have priority 1, location 3 has priority 2)
Expense = ∑ (location priority - 1)2 * weigh
- locations_matching_event
Course hours of the same subject should be held at the same location
Expense = ∑ (number of different locations in which the courses of the same subjects are held) *
weigh
- locations_matching_teacher
Teacher´s locations should change as little as possible
Expense = ∑ (number of locations a teacher teaches at) * weigh

c) Criteria for automatic suplence formation
- collide_teacher
Teacher is given more suplence at the same hour
- day_off_teacher
Teacher has suplence on a day, he normally does not have courses
- empty_hours_teacher
Teacher will have lowered the number of idle hours by the suplence
- off_subject_teacher
Teacher does not teach a subject, he will have a suplence for
- off_class_teacher
Teacher does not teach class, he will have suplence for
- forbidden_hours_teacher
Teacher had a suplence, despite being non-suplent for that hour
- free_released_teacher
teacher had an idle hour, but he did not have a suplence
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11.2 Subbjects
Hours

Number of hours of subject
5 - means 5 separate hours of subject
2b - 2 hours in a row
3b - 3 hours in a row
1/2 - 1 hour per 2 weeks, either in A or B timetable
2b/2 - 2 hours in a row per 2 weeks, either in A or B timetable
1/a - 1 hour in A timetable
1/b - 1 hour in B timetable
4/a - 4 hours in A timetable
4b/b - 4 hours in a row in B timetable
4+1/2 - 4 hours per week and 1 hour in either A or B timetable
1-2b - means 1 separate hour and 1 row hour of 2 hours per week

Code

Code used in other parts of the program
mat - maths
bio - biology
bio.lab - laborathory courses for biology. When several subjects have a dot on
their left side, those courses must not be held on the same day, unless we
allow this with the allowed command.

Type

Types of subjects: I - subjects of choice, P (named) - football courses, L niveau subjects, S - standard subjects, with known teachers, students, and
classes (for example history, which needs a class with a teacher), x - when we
do not know the students (for example additional lectures from maths).

Class

Which classes are having lessons
8 - eight grade
8a + 8b - 8a and 8b class
5a - 5a class
This is not necessary. Subject can be held without a (specific) class. For
example conference or teacher meetings.

Teacher

Teacher that teaches this subject
voj
voj+kom - taught by 2 teachers
voj&kom - each teacher teaches his own group. No group is created, if there
are no conditions for it.
1*voj+1*kom - each teacher teaches his own group and this sets 2 groups,
even if there are not enough children.

Location

Pre-set location, where the subject will be taught. Locations of the same type
can be swapped.
(t) - takes a location from a teacher
zgo -subject will be held at a location of the same type as zgo, but at zgo at
first
!zgo - subject will be taught at location zgo and nowhere else
1/zgo=slo - in zgo or slo
1/zgo>slo - rather in zgo than slo
It is not necessary. Subject can be held without a location.

Terminus

When the subject is held
0-7/1-5
- from 0. to 7. hour, from Monday to Friday
0-7/1-5 LF
- from 0. to 7. hour, from Monday to Friday, but necessarily
the last or first hour of a school day (l - last, f - first)
0-7/1-5 L
– from 0. to 7. hour, from Monday to Friday, but necessarily
the last hour of a school day
0-7/1-5 M
– from 0. to 7. hour, but not the first or the last hour of a
school day (m - middle)
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1-7/1-4 1-5/5
hour on Friday

– from 1. to 7. hour, from Monday to Thursday, from 1. to 5.

Schedule

Set by the program

Weight

Recommended value is between 1-5, and represents the weight of a course. If
the value is 0, events with this subject will not make an error in the timetable.

Group size

1-28/10 – at least 1 student, 28 at most, if 2 groups are formed, they must not
be deviated by more than 10 students
10-20/5 – at least 10, 20 at most, deviation must not exceed 5 students

Students

How many students a subject has - calculated by the program.

Name

Subject name. An orange coloring will appear, if two names are the same.

11.2.1 Types of subjects
We would need just types x and p for the calculation. Type p covers types s, i and l. For types i and l, a
notice to parents is needed (Picture 6-11). Structure of a subject´s code is as follows:
m81 - first character means maths.
second character is a number of class (4,5,6,7,8,9)
third character is a niveau number (1,2,3,0)
Other characters are arbitrary
Niveau subjects can be also written like mat.m81. We will achieve that both math courses (non-and
niveau) will be on the same day.
Type s requires that all students from the same class be listed by names in data field Students,
otherwise the program will not be able to sort by name. We can also remove type s subject from a
student.
Type s is used, when we want to split one class in two or more groups. PE is one such case, if we need
to split the class by sex on males and females. Type s can be replaced by type p, but type s is more
comfortable, since we do not need to write down which student has this subject, like type p requires.
Type x is used, when subjects are linked to one or more whole classes, or just a teacher, in this case,
the class field stays empty. There are also exceptions, like PE, which covers whole class, but we insert
it as type s, if we want to split it into groups.
Type p is universal for every individual subject, in which individuals from several classes participate (or
not).

11.2.2 Specialities of entering types of subjects

Type

Description of speciality

p,i,l

It is needed to insert an interval in the field Group size, together with a tolerance of a
difference between the smallest and the largest group. If tolerance is not entered, the
difference is arbitrary.

s

S type subjects do not need the Group size field inserted. It is considered that we meant a
whole class. If it is inserted, it is the same as types p, i and l.

x

Group size field is empty
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s,p,i,l

· If we enter just one teacher, he will be teaching all groups made for that subject.
· If we enter two teachers (jan+mik) for example, they will be teaching at the same time.
· If there are two groups, and each one is taught by a different teacher, then we have to
write 1*jan+1*mik, which means one group is taught by jan and the other by mik.
· If there were three groups, and one teacher would be teaching two, the other one, one
group, we have to write: 2*jan+1*mik
· Third option is, that we have two groups of the same subject, but one group is taught by
two teachers, the other one by one, we write it like this: 1*jan&bor+1*mik. We can also
enter just jan&bor, that means, that all groups, derived from that subject, are being
taught by two teachers.
· If we want 3 groups, we have to write 3*jan and the program will make them, no matter if
there could be just 2, according to the size.

x

If it is a type x subject, then more teachers, teaching that subject at the same time, are
entered by +
jan+mik for example

p,i,l

You can write one or more classes.
6
all 6th classes
6+7+8 all 6, 7 and 8th classes
6a
just 6a class

s

You must always indicate a class

x

Define all classes, it is allowed, to set a number of unspecified students from a class in ().
6a+6b+7a
6a(1)+6b(2)+7a(5)
6a(1/10)+6b(1/5)+7b(1/2)
7a(1./2)+7b(2./3)
students than 1.
2./2 are whole

1 + 2 + 5 students (random)
1 tenth, 1 fifth and 1 half of class
first half of 7a and third quarter of 7b. 2. half are other
half and iTT knows that 1./2 in

11.2.3 Examples
This example (Picture 12-1) shows adding a p-type subject to a student. There is no heterogene group of
maths with this student, but individual help ipMB, which is replaced (red mark), because a student can
not have classes anymore. In second case (rose mark), we have set, that the student has just one hour
of English, instead of two, because he already has 2 hours of ipMBL.
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Pictures 12 1
This example (Picture 12-2) describes s and x types. Type s is used correctly and shows a student has
4 hours of English instead of 5. Type x subject can not be used this way, because we do not know
where the rest of the students are, because they are not listed anywhere, that is why we have used type
x subject.
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Pictures 12 2
This example shows usage of type x and type p subjects by Sport for release (Picture 12-3- marked
green). If the participants are known, then we add type p, but we have to add this type in the column P
type subjects (marked red) on all participants. In case, we do not know the participants, or we do not
have the time to add them, then we set it as the x-type, and we just add a number of students at
Football course (class column, right from the green marker). In this case, every student from added
classes either wait or go home, if the course is the at the last hour. With the intention of improving the
timetable, it is advised to use type p subject, whenever possible.
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Picture 12 3

11.3 Extras
Command

Description

allowed

allowed eng
Permission to have English more than once a day (not so by default).

alternate

alternate 1/2 bio(8a), 1/2 geo(8a)
Geography and biology will alternate in A and B timetable on the same hour on the
same day for 8a class.
Look at mark 1

apart

apart bio, geo
Biology and geography will never be on the same day.

break

break (eng,tech) 2 (mat,bio)
At least two hours between English, technology and mathematics and biology - for
all classes.
break slo5a 2 mat5a
At least two hours between English and math in 5a class.

breakcla

breakcla (classroom1 u5) 1 (classroom2)
Teachers and students should have at least one free hour when moving from
classroom 1 and u5 into classroom 2
breakcla (classroom1 u5) 1 (classroom2) unless 1-2 4-5
Teachers and students should have one free hour when moving from classroom 1
and u5 into classroom 2, unless this is between first and second or fourth and fifth
hour.

breakgeneral
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Classrooms (in this case, the gym), which is taken by izp, must not be used by
gsv, unless this is between the third and fourth hour.
It is used in different hour lengths for classes, or if a chemistry classroom must air
before next use, for example.
breaktea

breaktea (1a 1b 1c) 2 (5a 5b 5c)
Teacher should have two free hours when moving from either 1a, 1b or 1c into either
5a, 5b or 5c.
breaktea (1a 1b 1c) 2 (5a 5b 5c) unless 1-2
Teacher should have two free hours when moving from either 1a, 1b or 1c into either
5a, 5b or 5c, unless this is between first and second hour.
breaktea (1a 1b 1c) 2 (5a 5b 5c) unless 1-2 unless 5-6 fer unless 3-4 emi zat
Teacher should have two free hours when moving from either 1a, 1b or 1c into either
5a, 5b or 5c, unless this is between first and second hour (long break), or between
fifth and sixth hour, and the teacher code is fer, or between third and fourth, and the
teacher code is emi or zat

classcolor

classcolor 5a, F0F8FF
5a class is marked with Alice Blue color on A3 display.

coursecolor

coursecolor ONA, DA70D6
Subject code ONA is marked with Orchid color on A3 display.

coursesperhour

coursesperhour 3
Three system subjects are formed in "superhours", which will be going on at the
same time, to cover all the classes, even though the students will be in three
different groups. All will have courses. The largest amount of groups is 5.
courseesperhour 2 3 4 5
"Superhours" will be formed, if possible with three, four or five groups at the same
time. This is the default value.
courseesperhour 0
Do not form "superhours"! Program will not be forming them into "supehours". But
they could still appear in the timetable, even more than 5 at once.

disjunct

disjunct eng, ger
Even though the same students and teachers might be present at subjects eng and
ger, the subjects can be going on at the same hour, on the same day. Student and
teacher can have more activities at the same time.

disjunctloc

disjunctloc gu, gu
When more teachers have office hours at the same time, they can be in the same
place.
Location can have more classes at the same time - teachers and/or classes.

freeze

freeze 5a 6c
Freezes timetable 5a and 6c, while the timetable is being formed and calculated
(Function can be reached by the Fix button in the timetable calculation window.
freeze jot
Freezes timetable of a teacher a with code jot, while the formation and optimization
of the timetable is being run.

freezecustom

freezecustom not(deltaev1 deltaev2&deltaev2) deltaev3&deltaev3
freezecustom eng
Freezes the subject English language
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freezecustom eng&5a
Freezes the subject English language of 5a class.
freezecustom NOT(eng)
Freezes everything, apart from English.
freezecustom NOT(eng&5A mat&5A)
Freezes everything, apart from English and maths in 5A class.
freezecustom NOT(eng) eng&6A
Freezes everything that is not English, and also English in 6A.
We can also write more lines and freeze what we want.
noblock

noblock 2-3/1-4, chm bio
Does not put hours in a row between second and third hour, but either it ends the
second with a row, or starts it the third hour. It is in effect from Monday to
Thursday, for chemistry and biology, if they are entered as row-hours. There is no
lunch between chemistry and biology, except on Friday.

noidle

noidle 1a,1b,2a,3a
The following classes must not have any idle hours, or the timetable is not
calculated.

noprint

Depending on what we want to display, this function is used rarely.
noprint rav
The general timetable for all teachers will not display the headmaster, if he is not
teaching anything.
noprint 1a 1b 2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 4a 4b 5a 5b 5c
Does not display the timetable for the mentioned classes.

pletoras

pletoras (s81 s82 s83) (m81 m82 m83) 25
Function optimizes groups of niveau subjects, when there is not enough teachers,
to teach all groups at once. Pletoras finds all possible complementary
combinations of two sets of groups, the maximum amount of students in a group
being 25. So all students can have courses at the same time, even though here is
not enough teachers. The result is "s811 s821 s831 m822" in one hour and "m811
m821 m831 s822" in the second. We would need 6 teachers before the
optimization, after that, we only need 4, who teach 8 groups in 2 hours.

set

set 1 eng(5a), 1 eng(5b)
1 hour of English in 5a and 1 hour of English in 5b should be in a row.
set 2b ger1-1, 2b ger2-1
2 hours in a row of German language 1, for first group, and 2 hours in a row for
German language 2, also first group, should be in a row.
Subjects need to have a class entered in (), or a number of a group behind (German 1 could have more groups, but the command is only for the first).
Order is not important when using SET.
Look at mark 1

sequence

sequence 1 eng(5a), 1 eng(5b)
1 hour of English in 5a class and 1 hour in 5b class, must be in a row. Order is
important when using the SEQUENCE command.
Look at mark 1

softblock

softblock geo
If we have put geography for 2b - 2 hours in a row, an additional command,
softblock will break them into two individual hours, if that will help make a better
timetable.

syncday

Syncday 1 mat(7a), 1 mat(7b)
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7a and 7b should have 1 hour of maths on the same day, but not necessarily
serially. It is probably the best, to rename SET commands into SYNCDAY,
because the timetable will have more options for calculations.
synchour

Synchour 1 szs-1, 1 szz-1
Groups of subjects of choice szs-1 and szz-1 should have classes the same hour.
Look at mark 1

unfreezeeloc

unfreezeeloc
Unfreezes locations, to be optimized in "ideally" frozen timetable. Advised to
masters of iTimeTable.

Mark 1:
Additional functions set, sequence, syncday, synchour, alternate are completed the way that you can
write more orders with the same parameter, that enables you to create 2 or more SET orders. Orders
set 1 mat(7a), 1 mat(7b)
set 1 mat(7a), 1 mat(7b)
cause that mat in 7a and 7b will be twice consecutively, of course both must have 2 hours of mat set in
courses in class 7a and 7b.

Colors can be combined using the RGB scale (00 being the least bright, FF being the most, or any inbetween)...
000000
black
0000FF
blue
00FF00
green
FF0000
red

12

Frequently asked questions

12.1 School boarding
Q: John Smith teaches PE, but he also has school boarding in Monday and Wednesday.
A: For school boarding, you enter notes into data compartment COURSES, in a way, that you add an
additional subject called opbsra (you can get it from a template) - if you have after school boarding for
example from 4-7 hours on Monday and Wednesday, you write:
· in the Hours column: 4b+4b - it means that you will have 2x 4 hours in a row
· in the Code column: opbsra - this is the name for school boarding for a particular teacher, which must
not be repeated with other teachers, so you either add numbers opb1, opb2, or name and surname of
a teacher.
· in the Type column: x - type of a subject
· in the Class column: leave it blank, so those, that still have courses, will continue with it, while others
already have boarding
· in the Teacher column: jsm - teacher code
· in the Locations column: enter a location, where school boarding will take place, but be careful, that it
is empty at that time. You can also leave it blank.
· In the Terminus column: 4-7/1+3 - this means, that after school boarding with this teacher will be held
from 4-7 hour on Monday and Wednesday.
· In the Weigh column: It is not important for school boarding, but it must not be 0, because it is
reserved for cases when we want to limit the program to take those hours into calculation.
· In the Group size compartment: leave it blank
· In the Name column: School Boarding - John Smith (this is a description of the subject)
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12.2 Combination of subjects every 2 weeks
Q: We want to swap between subjects TLT and LVZ every other week in the same terminus.
A: In the Courses, you enter row hours, and alternate into Extras
Courses
Extras

column Hours tlt 2b/2 and lvz 2b/2
Column Extras alternate
column Data
2b/2 lzv(7a), 2b/2 tlt(7a) - it means that those two subjects will
alternate in the same terminus per two weeks.
Q: Arts is 1,5 hours per week in the 6. grade. We want to have one hour one week, and a row
hour next week.
A: This is entered into the number of hours field: 1/a+2b/b. This means that A timetable will have 1 hour
(1/a), while B timetable will have row hour (2b/b).

12.3 Fixed subject terminus
Q: We want to have physics on the 1. and 2. hour of the same day on Monday and Wednesday
1. hour in 8a class, second in 8b class.
A: You can do it in 2 ways.
1. way: Physics courses can have fixed time entered. This is entered in the Terminus field.
phy,...8a,...1/1+3 and phy,...8b,...2/1+3
1/1+3 means that physics in 8a class can be held the 1. hour on Monday and Wednesday.
2/1+3 means that physics in 8b class can be held the 2. hour on Monday and Wednesday.
2. way:: You can solve this with set or sequence command. This command allow you to have physics
for 8a and 8b anywhere on the same day in two consequtive hours.
With one set command, you can define just 1 pair of hours of physics. If you wish 2 pairs of these hours,
then you will have to define 2 hours of physics for both classes like this: instead of
2, phy,...8a,...
2, phy,...8b,...
you have to mae 4 rows, one for each hour, a class will have:
1, phy.1,...8a,...
1, phy.2,...8a,...
1, phy.1,...8b,...
1, phy.2,...8b,...
Then add 2 sequence or set commands into Extras
set 1 phy.1(8a), 1 phy.1(8b)
set 1 phy.2(8b), 1 phy.2(8b)
You can combine different courses in different classes.
Q: I want to have two groups at the same time at PE.
A: If you want to have two groups at the same time, you have to make one group from two groups.
Instead of PEg and PEb, make a group PE, containing students from both groups. Then add 2 teachers
and two locations. You can keep the PEg and PEb groups, but set 0 hours, so they will not be used for
calculations (colored yellow).
A new order SYNCHOUR solves this very elegantly.
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example: SYNCHOUR 1 PEb-1 PEg-2

12.4 2 subjects at the same time
Q: I want to have two groups of PE at the same time.
A: If you want to have two groups at the same time, you have to make one group from two groups.
Instead of PEg and PEb, make a group PE, containing students from both groups. Then add 2 teachers
and two locations. You can keep the PEg and PEb groups, but set 0 hours, so they will not be used for
calculations (colored yellow).
A new order SYNCHOUR solves this very elegantly.
example: SYNCHOUR 1 PEb-1 PEg-2

12.5 Teacher idle hours
Q: Which parameter needs to be changed for the timetable to adapt to the number of idle
hours? Some teachers have 11 idle hours, while the script is set for them, to have only 0-3.
A: Teacher idle hours need to have idle hours per teacher weigh changed, but the weigh should only be
e+9 at most. E+10 is also allowed, but this can cause that timetable will have unallowed errors because
of this. Because teacher idle hours and student idle hours are not the same, you will also have to lower
the weigh on student idle hours. There are two: idle student hours and idle hours per student. First is
used for setting idle hours on student population, the second is used for setting idle hours on an
individual student.
We need to set the weighs like this (for this example):
· idle student hours
e+7
· idle hours per student e+6
· idle hours per teacher e+9
This makes sure, that teacher idle hours are more important for the program to solve than student idle
hours.
But changing the weigh ratio after we have started calculating the timetable, means the program will
need more time to adapt to the changes. In some cases, it might be better to start from the beginning
(red button From scratch)

12.6 How to display timetable on the internet
Q: I want to display timetable on the internet.
A: The folder c:/iTimeTable/Schedule/out/iHTMLnet contains HTML type files, which contain allpossible
displays of iTimeTable, but they are formed only after you display it from Display menu. All files are
copied to the school´s internet pages, for example http://OS_Algit_urnik. The basic file is:
timetable_name_net1.html, which is basically a menu file with links to other files, and can be included
into a part of your web site, or just point to it. All files which use relative pointers can be changed as you
wish.
Timetable files:
· for each class:
· for each teacher
· for each location
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timetable_name_c_class.html
timetable_name_t_TEACHER.html
timetable_name_l_LOCATION.html
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12.7 Subjects of choice - order
Q: Teacher wants to rank subjects from 1-5 for example: German 2, Computing, Sports, Maths
workshop and Music works. If he had chosen 3 hours, then primary choice would be German 2
and Computing.
a) does the sign = mean, they are equal?
The rest would be written into secondary choice.
b) Do they need to have > inserted? For example, does Sports>Mat>Mus mean, that Sports are
ranked higher?
A: Column Primary choice needs to have those subjects entered, a student wishes to have, in a way,
that their number per week is equal to the number of entered number of hours in the Column Number of
hours. Column Secondary choice contains replacement subjects. = must be inserted between all of
them, how they are ranked, is set in Extras module, criteria subject_2nd, where 3 values are written, one
for each replacement. They will make sure, that given subjects will be according to the student´s wishes.
If they are equal, we write 3 equal values (usually 3,3,3). It is not necessary, a student will have 3
replacement subject, he can only have one or none, but 3 at most.
> sign is not necessary, it is generated by the program.

12.8 Subjects of choice - formation of groups
Q: When all those subjects of choice are entered into a script, we go calculating the timetable
via groups.
Several questions with this procedure:
c) the program is putting students into groups in the first phase?
d) how to set the maximum value of groups (or hours) of subjects of choice? Is it set
automatically?
e) some teacher´s jobs depend on, whether they will add some subjects of choice to their
timetable. Can it be set, that some subjects of choice will be going on, no matter what?
f) the second phase is just checking, how could the groups from the first phase be integrated
into timetable the best way possible?
A:
c) first phase gives subjects of choice to students, depending on the number of groups you can
form in a way, that fulfills most of student´s wishes.
d) you must insert the maximum amount of groups into module Extras, criteria active_subject_about and
active_subject_bellow, column Additional constraint. For maximum number of groups, you have a
formula: number_of_students/28+2*number_of_classes.
If program forms 2 groups of 14 students, on a subject that has the limit of 20, then it is counted as one
group.
e) if you wish, that a subject will be held no matter what, then in Courses module, column Teacher,
enter for example 1*gro, and 1 group of that subject will be formed. If you write just teacher code and no
group number, than it is not necessary for the group to form.
f) in second phase, it is swapping students between groups of the same subject, so they would fit
perfectly into the timetable.

12.9 Subjects of choice - decision algorithm for groups
Q: Why does the program decide to form NPH group instead of UBE group (if it has to decide
for one), even though UBE was chosen by more students than NPH?
A:
On the first thought, we would say, to from UBE group, because more students have chosen it
as their primary choice. Despite this, the program will form NPH, even though less students have chosen
it.
Program decides to form UBE group:
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Prim. 1.sec. 2.sec. 3.sec.

3,6,9

Weigh expense:
3,5,7 3,4,5

Student1
Student2
Student3
Student4
Student5
Student6
Student7
Student8

UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE

POK
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ

SLZ
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS

RIC
SPH
SPH
SPH
NPH
NPH
RIC
RIC

Student9

NPH

POK

RIC

SLZ

9

7

5

Student10
Student11
Student12
Student13
Student14

NPH
NPH
NPH
NPH
NPH

POK
POK
RIC
SLZ
SLZ

RIC
SLZ
SLZ
POK
POK

SLZ
SPH
SPH
SPH
SPH

9
6
6
3
3

7
5
5
3
3

5
4
4
3
3

30

24

EXPENSE:

36

Program decides to form NPH group:

Prim. 1.sec. 2.sec. 3.sec. 3,6,9
Student1
Student2
Student3
Student4
Student5
Student6
Student7
Student8

UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE
UBE

POK
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ
SLZ

SLZ
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS
SZS

RIC
SPH
SPH
SPH
NPH
NPH
RIC
RIC

Student9
Student10
Student11
Student12
Student13
Student14

NPH
NPH
NPH
NPH
NPH
NPH

POK
POK
POK
RIC
SLZ
SLZ

RIC
RIC
SLZ
SLZ
POK
POK

SLZ
SLZ
SPH
SPH
SPH
SPH

EXPENSE:

Weigh expense:
3,5,7 3,4,5

6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

27

26

25

Decision depends on weighs, which are set for each unoptimal situation. In our example, the unoptimal
situation is, that the student does not get the subject of choice, he wanted the most, because a group
will not be formed, and he will receive a replacement subject. For each student, we have 3 replacement
subjects, which are not equal. Student 1 has replacement subjects POK, SLZ, RIC, and his favorite is
POK. It depends on weighs, we will give to 1., 2., 3. replacement subject, what we will get. The table
above shows, how the program decides on the basis of negative points, which are added by weighs in
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unoptimal situations.
Weigh example 3,6,9:
By setting weighs 3,6,9, we have set, that 2. secondary choice is 1x worse than 1. secondary, 3.
secondary is 2x times worse than 1. secondary. If UBE is formed, then students 9 and 10 get a
replacement subject (groups POK and RIC will not be formed, because they were wanted by even less
students), students 11 and 12 will get second secondary subject, while students 13 and 14 first
secondary subject. This accounts for 36 points of expense. If NPH group is formed, then student 1 will
have second replacement subject, students 2 to 8 will get the first one, students 13 and 14 also. This
accounts for 27 expense points, and is better. In this case, we have decided, that third and second
replacement subjects are much worse than the first one, so the program took that into account, because
of students 9 to 14 in case of forming UBE group, than students 1 to 8 in case of forming NPH group.
Weigh example 3,4,5:
If we set the weighs in a way, that second and third replacement subject does not deviate as much from
the first (3,4,5), the program will form a group UBE and not NPH.

12.10 Making timetable variants
You have created a timetable, which is good enough and/or it is used. Now you wish to make new
variants to improve it, or entry data has changed.
In the Calculate Timetable module, click menu row File, and then choose Save as. Save the current
version under a new name. The old timetable will remain intact, the new one will have conditions
changed and consider the already calculated status as its basis.
For changes in groups, they will probably have to be disbanded, and formed again, just like in new
timetable.

12.11 Division of 1/3 hours - arts
Q: When entering data, there is a problem with arts in 7. and 9. grade. Students are split into 2
groups at 1/3 of hours; it is also advised to have row hours. Is it possible to edit it?
A: We create subject arts for 7a, type s, which is the first or the last hour. This is ordinary arts, where all
students are present. In 30% of hours, teacher has the right to send girls home. We create a
subject artsP, type p, where students of 7a are written by the name. Those students will attend
artsP. The program will ake sure for artsP, it will on the best available time (first or last hour, or
when others have something else - ogl for example).
1, arts,., s, 7a...1-7/1-5 LF
1, artsP,., p, 7a...1-7/1-5
Row hours:
2b/2, arts,., s, 7a...1-7/1-5 LF
2b/2, artsP,., p, 7a...1-7/1-5

12.12 Group complementarity
Q: I do not have any students entered. How to use complementary groups, like boys and girls
or first and second half of alphabet...?
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A: Make it a type x subject. Syntax used is:
1, tlt, x, 6a(1./2) first half of 6a class has tlt
1, gos, x, 6a(2./2)
second half of 6a class has gos
Dot before / means, that those are complementary halves, and both subjects can be held at the same
time.

13

Export&Import of data
Entering data into iTimeTable is the hardest part for a user and requires precision, which pays off in
calculation. To speed up the process, iTimeTable has several options of import. We can divide it into two
sections:
· import from iTimeTable templates
· import from outer sources

Picture 14 1

13.1 Import from iTimeTable templates
Add courses for class____ [ Choose and add... ]
Write in a class code, 7a for example, then select one of the courses, shown in file sector. This option
includes files, starting with R_*.txt. This option inserts a class, you have written (7a in this case), into
the Class field.
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Picture 14 2
[ Choose and add group courses … ]
Choose one of the courses, which are shown in the file sector. This option includes files, which start with
S_*.txt. Those are courses, which include more classes.
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Picture 14 3
Add ___ students in class ___ [ Add ]
Add number of students and a class. This option adds as many students as you want with names like
Student1, Student2...into Students data module.

13.2 Import from outside sources
Program supports different types of data for import. Import is triggered by pressing one of the buttons
described below. It is advisable to import gender, because iTimeTable calculates PE groups on the basis
of it.
[ Add teacher from file… ]
Adds teachers from chosen file.
[ Add student from file … ]
Adds students from chosen file.
Data is written in the following form:
Teachers
jwa, 2, , 0-7/1-5, "Walker John"
mom, 2, , 0-7/1-5, "Mon Mothma"
Students
Cate Archer,7b, 3/ni1=tev>ube=dip tja.t72 ang.s71 mat.m72,,Ž
Smithy Black,7b, 2/dip=shk>ni1 tja.t72 ger.s73 mat.m73,,M
More data in import file = less manual entry
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13.2.1 Simple import
Basic display type for import is in form of a .txt file. In this case, you prepare types in the form:
Teachers
John Walker
Mon Mothma

Program will import the data and make a code for a tecaher and his basic data.
Students
Smithy Black5,M
Raja Nul,8,M
Sarah Connors,7,F
Cate Archer,6,F

This import will fill fields for students and teachers.

13.2.2 Extra imports - complementarity of columns
When we wish to fill the data in a data module, we use advanced import. We make a decision, what to
import. Students are one such case, we can select all of them, or just some classes. We press right
mouse button and choose Import (Picture 3-1). A window in which we choose a file to import emerges. It
is followed by a window (Picture 14-4), where we choose where and from where will we be importing.
Fields of source file appear on the left side. On the right side is the destination file.
Write a name of the field in the Identification key, the program will use that, to search for equal things,
which means it will take name and surname from source file and compare it with the destination file.
Transfer fields are intended to define fields for transfer, for example just gender from source to
destination. Program will be searching in both files, and transfer just male or female gender into
destination.
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Pictures 14 4

13.3 Data export
Data export is intended for transfer between different programs used in schools. All data can be imported
in standard CSV format, seperated by tabulators and haeder in first row. Below is an example of import
of teachers and courses:
Code
jsm
jwa
mom

Idle
2
2
2

Location

Hours

Code

3+1/2
4
3

eng.s83p
mat.m81p
ger.t81 p

tja2

Terminus
0-7/1-5
0-7/1-5
0-7/1-5

Name
John Smith
John Walker
Mon Mothma

Status
ns

Type Class Teacher Location Terminus Weight Groups Name
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8 jsm (t)
8 jwa (t)
8 mom (t)

$niveau
$niveau
$niveau

5
5
5

1-28/10 English 8, 3. niveau
1-28/10 Maths 8, 1. niveau
1-28/10 German 8, 1. niveau
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Maps and files
The folder structure of iTimeTable is built from the basic installation map (Picture 15-1). The most
important subfolders for a user are the subfolder Scripts, where there are script files and the main folder,
where the program is. Files, which are an output of calculations, are stored in the Out folder. They are in
form of HTML or plain text, so you can use them for your needs, but do not change them, otherwise the
program will not work.

Picture 15 1

Displays of timetables are in the Schedule out folder. In iHTMLnet subfolder, HTML files for use on the
net are stored.
Subfolder Groups contains templates for niveau subjects and subjects of choice:

offer of subjects of choice for the students
combined notice of a niveau, the student was assigned to and his subjects of choice
Notice to teachers containing a list of students that were assigned to him
Suplence folder contains displays for suplence and a csv file about suplences. It can be imported in a
worksheet (Excel...)
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